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Abstract. Motivated by the bene ts of discretization in optimal control prob-

lems we consider possibilities to discretize pursuit-evasion games. Two approaches
are introduced. In the rst one, the solution of the necessary conditions of the
continuous-time game is decomposed into ordinary optimal control problems that
can be solved using discretization and nonlinear programming techniques. In the
second approach, the game is discretized and transformed into a bilevel programming problem which is solved using a rst order feasible direction method. Although
the starting point of the approaches is di erent, they lead in practice to the same
solution algorithm. We demonstrate the usability of the discretization by solving
some open-loop representations of feedback solutions for a complex pursuit-evasion
game between a realistically modeled aircraft and a missile with terminal time as the
payo . The solutions are compared with solutions obtained by an indirect method.

Keywords: Pursuit-evasion games, optimal control, bilevel programming, aerospace
applications.

1 Introduction
A pursuit-evasion game is an ideal model for many antagonistic aerospace scenarios
involving two parties with opposite goals. Games with simple dynamics and low
dimensional state space can be solved analytically in the whole state space using
the 'tenet of transition' [1]. The solution provides optimal feedback strategies of
the players under the presumption that the opponent behaves in the worst possible
way. More complex game models are often simpli ed by linearization or singular
perturbation techniques to allow for analytical solutions, see, e.g., Ref. [2].
Without any simpli cations, open-loop representations of feedback strategies (see
Ref. [3]) can be calculated by setting up and solving the necessary conditions of a
1

saddle point numerically [4, 5, 6]. In practice, a complex, high dimensional multipoint boundary value problem must be solved, although some gradient-based approaches have also been proposed [7], [8]. Approximate feedback strategies can then
be synthesized on the basis of a cluster of open-loop representations corresponding
to di erent initial states.
This paper is concerned with the numerical solution of complex pursuit-evasion
games without explicitly setting up and solving the problem-speci c necessary conditions of a saddle point. In Ref. [9], a decomposition approach was introduced.
The method is based on the fact that for certain pursuit-evasion games of degree,
the solution of the necessary conditions of a maxmin solution can be decomposed
into subproblems that are solved iteratively. The subproblems can be represented as
one player optimal control problems that can be solved using any suitable method,
including discretization and nonlinear programming techniques. This paper proceeds in a reverse manner. The game dynamics is discretized at the outset and the
saddle point problem is analyzed in a discretized framework. The discretized problem turns out to be a special case of bilevel programming problems that recently
have been studied extensively, see Refs. [10, 11, 12] and the literature cited therein.
For the solution of the bilevel programming problem, a feasible direction method
that utilizes the special form of the problem is constructed. Both the feasible direction method and the decomposition approach mentioned above lead to almost the
same subproblems and iteration. Since the bilevel approach allows one to address
the convergence issues of the computation, it thus can be used to justify also the
decomposition approach.
The study is motivated by the bene ts of discretization and nonlinear programming
in optimal control compared to solving the necessary conditions. Discretization
schemes like collocation and Hermite interpolation [13, 14], Runge-Kutta integration formulas [15] or di erential inclusions [16], can be used to convert an optimal
control problem into a nonlinear programming problem, whose solution approximates the solution of the original problem up to the accuracy that depends on the
scheme and discretization interval. For comprehensive reviews, see Refs. [17] and
[18]. The necessary conditions are not directly involved in the solution process,
but the solution and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers of the problem can
be shown to approximately satisfy the necessary optimality conditions. Neither an
initial estimate for the adjoints nor a hypothesis of the correct sequence of free,
constrained and singular solution arcs, also known as the switching structure, is
needed in advance. The convergence domain of the direct methods has turned out
to be substantially larger than that of indirect methods, and continuation procedures
with long homotopy chains are avoided. Furthermore, the sparsity of the discretized
problem allows one to solve huge problems with moderate computational e ort [17].
In Ref. [19], discretization and nonlinear programming were successfully applied to
automating aircraft trajectory optimization.
The abovementioned bene ts apply to speci c discretized game models to a great
extent as well. For example, when discretization is used in the solution process,
the active constraints and singular game solution arcs that concern one player are
automatically detected and treated. Nevertheless, contrary to optimal one-player
2

trajectories, a saddle point solution can in principle involve such singular solution
arcs and necessary conditions that will not be satis ed by the approaches presented
here. To date, there does not exist a systematical method to locate these surfaces
but they have to be analyzed separately [3].
In the following, the class of pursuit-evasion games under consideration is de ned
and the decomposition method introduced in Ref. [9] is reviewed. Then, the saddle
point problem is discretized and the feasible direction method to solve it is studied.
Finally, the capability of the method is demonstrated by a complex numerical example describing a pursuit-evasion game between a realistically modeled aircraft and a
missile in three dimensions. The aircraft has to obey a dynamic pressure limit and
a minimum altitude constraint. In optimal control framework the former constraint
leads to singular optimal controls. The same problem was treated in Ref. [20], using
an indirect solution approach.

2 The game model
We consider pursuit-evasion games where the state equations are given by
!

!

x_ (t) = xx__ PE ((tt)) = f (x(t); uP (t); uE (t); t) = ffPE ((xxPE((tt));; uuPE((tt))); t) ; (1)
x(0) = x0; t 2 [0; 1):
(2)
Here xP (t) 2 RNP and xE (t) 2 RNE for all t. The subscripts P and E refer to the

pursuer and the evader, respectively. The players have perfect information on the
state of the game. For all t, the admissible controls ui(t) of the players belong to the
constant sets Ai  Rpi ; i = P; E; that describe the box constraints of the problem.
The admissible control functions uP and uE are assumed to be piecewise continuous
functions that satisfy the mixed state and control inequality constraints
Ci(xi(t); ui(t))  0
(3)
and state inequality constraints

Si(xi(t))  0; i = P; E:

(4)

Several pursuit-evasion problems, where the players correspond to individual vehicles, belong to this category.
The pursuer's objective is to minimize a common payo that the evader wants to
maximize. The payo is
J [uP ; uE ] = q(x(T ); T ):
(5)
The game ends when the vector (x(t); t) enters the target set   RNP +NE  R+ .
The unprescribed nal time of the game is de ned as

T = inf ft j (x(t); t) 2 g:
3

(6)

The target set  is closed. The boundary of  is an NP + NE -dimensional manifold
in the space RNP +NE  R+ and is given by the scalar equation
l(x(t); t) = 0;

(7)

often termed as the capture condition. The function l, as well as f , Ci, Si, i = P; E;
and q are assumed to be continuously di erentiable in x and t.
In games of degree it is tacitly assumed that the initial state of the game belongs
to the capture zone, that is, the pursuer can enforce a capture against any action of
the evader. Consequently, T < 1 always holds.
Denote by ,i ; i = P; E , the sets of admissible feedback strategies of the players.
A strategy pair is called admissible if and only if it drives any state within the
capture zone to the terminal manifold (7) and satis es the constraints (3) and (4).
The function describing the upper or minmax value of the cost function q(x(T ); T ),
when the players start from (x; t) is given by
V (x; t) =

min
max
q (x(T ); T );
2,
2,
P

P E

(8)

E

where P and E denote the strategies of the players. Similarly, the lower or maxmin
value is given by
(9)
V (x; t) = max min q (x(T ); T ):
2,
2,
E

E P

P

In (8) it is understood that we rst solve the max problem for a given
optimize with respect to P 2 ,P . In (9), the opposite is assumed.

P

and then

If either V or V exists and is continuously di erentiable on the solution trajectory,
then the other one also exists, they coincide and the min and max operators commute. This is because the state equation (1) and the constraints (3) and (4) are
separable in uP and uE , and the payo is terminal, see Ref. [3], Th. 8.1.

3 Decomposition of the solution of the necessary
conditions
In this section we brie y describe a way to decompose the solution of the necessary
conditions of the game problem into two separate optimal control problems that
are solved iteratively until the necessary conditions are satis ed. The presentation
follows Ref. [9]. We will shorten the presentation by assuming that the inequality
constraints (3) also include the explicit state inequality constraints (4).
Suppose that the pursuit-evasion game described above admits a saddle point in
feedback strategies. An open-loop representation of the feedback saddle point trajectories can be computed, e.g., by solving the necessary conditions of the minmax,
4

or equivalently, the maxmin problem, de ned by
max
min
q (x(T ); T )
E
P
x_ (t) = f (x(t); u (t); u (t); t); x(0) = x0
C (x (t); u (t))  0; i = P; E;
l(x(T ); T ) = 0;
u

P

i

i

(10)

u

E

i

where min and max are taken over all admissible controls u and u , respectively.
The step from (9) to (10) in fact changes the information structure into open-loop.
Since a feedback solution is dicult to compute, the necessary conditions are usually
derived for an open-loop realization of a feedback solution corresponding to a given
initial state and solved (for the computation of feedback solutions using the Isaacs
equation and the theory of viscosity solutions, see Ref. [21], ch. 8). It is relatively
straightforward to check that if the saddle point exists, the necessary conditions
of an open-loop representation of the feedback solution of (9), given e.g., in [3],
contain the necessary conditions of (10). The solution satisfying these necessary
conditions is a candidate saddle point solution. However, in some cases there does
exist solutions to (10) that are not realizations of feedback saddle point strategies;
see Ref. [9] and the discussion in the end of the section.
P

E

Both (9) and (10) can also be viewed as feedback and open-loop Stackelberg di erential games, respectively, where the evader acts as the leader and the pursuer as
the follower. In (8), the roles of the players are reversed. In (9), the evader xes
his strategy optimally, and the pursuer optimizes against this strategy. In (10),
the evader xes his time dependent controls optimally, and the pursuer optimizes
against these controls. The former problem is in practice impossible to solve (e.g.
[3]) whereas the latter can be solved. Here, the Stackelberg solution naturally equals
the maxmin solution.
In Ref. [9] the following method was adopted to solve the maxmin problem. First
consider the minimization problem P with a given trajectory x0 (t) of the evader:
E

P : min
q (x (T ); x0 (T ); T )
(11)
P
x_ (t) = f (x (t); u (t); t); x(0) = x 0
C (x (t); u (t))  0
l(x (T ); x0 (T ); T ) = 0:
Let the solution of P be u (t) with the nal time T. Let x (t) be the corresponding
state trajectory. Now, u (t) also solves the problem where the evader's trajectory
in problem P is replaced by the xed capture point e = x0 (T) 2 R E and the nal
time is xed to T. In the neighborhood of (e; T), we de ne the value function of
problem P , corresponding to an initial state x 0, as a function of the capture point
(e; T ) by
V~ (e; T ) = min
fq(x (T ); e; T ) j x_ (t) = f (x (t); u (t); t); t 2 [0; T ];
P
x (0) = x 0; C (x (t); u (t))  0; l(x (T ); e; T ) = 0g:
(12)
u

P

;T

P

P

P

P

P

E

P

P

P

P

E

P

P

P

N

E

P

u

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

5

P

P

P

By de nition,

V~ (e; T ) = q (x (T); e; T ):

(13)

P

The maxmin problem now essentially reduces to maximizing V~ (x (T ); T ) subject to
evader's constraints. This problem is dicult to solve since V~ () cannot be expressed
analytically. Therefore we use the following iterative procedure. We rst x the nal
time to T, linearize V~ (e; T) in the neighborhood of e and solve the free nal state
problem E ,
E : max
r V~ (e; T) (x (T) , e)
(14)
E
x_ (t) = f (x (t); u (t)); t 2 [0; T ]; x (0) = x 0
C (x (t); u (t)  0;
E

0

e

u

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

where the prime denotes a transpose. Basic sensitivity results applied to (12) (see
Refs. [9] and also [22]) imply that the gradient of V~ with respect to e at (e; T) is
given by the following analytical expression:
r V~ (e; T) = r q(x (T); e; T) +  r l(x (T); e; T);
(15)
e

e

P

e

P

where  is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the capture condition in the
solution of problem P.
Denote the solution of E by u1 (t) and the corresponding state trajectory by x1 (t),
t  0. Also denote T 1 = T , and use a linear approximation
E

E

x1 (T 1 + h) = x1 (T 1) + x_ 1 (T 1)h; h > 0;
E

E

E

(16)

for t = T 1 + h > T 1. The solution trajectory x1 (t), extended by (16) is inserted into
problem P and the procedure is repeated, until V~ () cannot be improved any more.
In [9] it is shown that if the iteration converges, the limit solution of the iteration
satis es the necessary conditions of the maxmin problem described above.
E

The rationale behind the decomposition is that the subproblems in the procedure
are ordinary optimal control problems. They can be solved using either indirect
methods or discretization and nonlinear programming. If the latter approach is
adopted, the complicated, problem dependent necessary conditions are not directly
involved in the solution process, but the solution of the discretized problem can
be shown to approximately satisfy them, see, e.g., [17]. The discrete optimal state
and control variables approximate the optimal state and control trajectories, and
the Lagrange multipliers approximate the adjoint trajectories. Consequently, the
correct sequence of free, constrained and singular solution parts of the subproblems
will be automatically roughly approximated, without the need to guess it in advance.
In most cases, the maxmin solution equals the saddle point solution. Nevertheless, a
saddle point solution can, in general, possess also properties that a maxmin solution
does not have. For example, a saddle point solution can involve certain singular
surfaces, like the equivocal surface, that do not have a counterpart in the calculus of
variations [1]. These surfaces require additional necessary conditions to be satis ed
6

that cannot be expressed as the necessary optimality conditions of the subproblems
above. A separate analysis would be needed to identify these surfaces. It should
be noted that this fact is not related to the solution method used in solving the
subproblems.
15
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Figure 1: A collection of solutions to the homicidal chau eur game computed by
the decomposition method.
We demonstrate the above with a simple numerical example. Figure 1 presents a
collection of solutions obtained by the method for the classical 'homicidal chau er'
pursuit-evasion game [1]. The axes refer to the reduced coordinates that describe the
relative position of a car (the pursuer) and a pedestrian (the evader). The pedestrian
can change his direction instantaneously, but the car has a nonzero minimal turning
radius. The circle denoted CS describes the capture set, where the distance of the
players is less than a predetermined capture radius, and the game terminates. For
details, see [1] and [9].
The subproblems P and E of the iteration are discretized and solved using the same
approach as in Ref. [9], originally given in Ref. [13]. Solution (a) is a saddle point
solution that consists of a turn towards the evader and a tail chase along a universal singular surface, denoted by US. Note that this surface is adequately identi ed.
Solution (b) is also a saddle point solution that starts from below the so called 'decision point', marked with a cross, from the region where solution trajectories never
reach the US. Solution (c) starts from the dispersal singular surface DS. To which
side of the surface the game evolves, depends on the initial estimate of the evader's
7

trajectory. Both sides would produce the same value. Solution (d), however, crosses
the barrier B, and solution (e) crosses the equivocal surface ES in an inadequate
manner. They both are maxmin solutions. The tributary paths of the equivocal
surface ES are not located by the method, since they are not solutions to problems
P or E. The appearance and the analysis of these surfaces and related phenomena
are problem dependent. The game should be solved separately on both sides of
the surfaces, and the solutions should be pieced together with suitable necessary
conditions.

4 Discretized game model
We next discretize the dynamics of the players to transform the original continuous
time problem de ned in Section 2 into a parametric constrained saddle point problem
at the outset. In practice, it is possible to discretize the control variables only
and explicitly integrate the equations of motion, discretize both state and control
variables and carry out the integration implicitly, or eliminate the controls using
approximate sets of reachability, see Ref. [18]. We prefer discretizing both state and
control variables, which is often called direct transcription.
For simplicity, let 0 = t0 < t1 < : : : < tM = T be an equidistant time partition
and denote the state and control variables at time tj by xP (tj ) = xPj , uP (tj ) = uPj ,
xE (tj ) = xEj and uE (tj ) = uEj , j = 0; : : : ; M . Also nonequidistant grids and
separate grids for both players can be used. Denote the vectors of decision variables
as X = [uE0; uE1; : : : ; uEM ; xE1; xE2; : : : ; xEM ], and Y = [uP 0; uP 1; : : : ; uPM ;
xP 1 ; xP 2; : : : ; xPM ]. The discretized saddle point problem can then be written as
max
min q(xPM ; xEM ; T )
(17)
X Y;T
gP (Y )  0; hP (Y; T ) = 0
gE (X )  0; hE (X; T ) = 0
l(xPM ; xEM ; T ) = 0:
Here, the constraints hP = 0 and hE = 0 replace the state equations (1) and approximate them on the discretization intervals. For example, if Euler discretization
is used, the functions hP and hE consist of vectors
hPj (xPj ; xP;j ,1 ; uP;j ,1 ; T ) = xPj , xP;j ,1 , T=MfP (xP;j ,1 ; uP;j ,1 ; (j , 1)T=M );
hEj (xEj ; xE;j ,1; uE;j ,1 ; T ) = xEj , xE;j ,1 , T=MfE (xE;j ,1 ; uE;j ,1);
j = 1; : : : ; M:
(18)

For Hermite interpolation with piecewise cubic polynomials and collocation at the
middle of each discretization interval, the corresponding constraints are given, e.g.,
in Ref. [13]. The functions gP and gE consist of the state and control inequality
constraints (3) and (4), evaluated at (xij ; uij ),
gi () = [Ci(xi0 ; ui0)0; Si (xi0 )0; :::; Ci(xiM ; uiM )0 ; Si (xiM )0]0 ; i = P; E:

8

(19)

The problem above approaches the original continuous time problem, as the discretization intervals approach zero. Using arguments given in Ref. [17], p. 197, it
can be shown that also the necessary conditions of a saddle point of the discretized
problem approach those of the continuous time problem, given e.g., in Ref. [3].

5 A feasible direction method
We will rst consider a problem of the form
max
min q(X; Y; T )
X Y;T
gP (Y )  0; hP (Y; T ) = 0
gE (X )  0; hE (X; T ) = 0
l(X; Y; T ) = 0;

(20)

where X 2 Rn , Y 2 Rm , T 2 R and l is a scalar function. In (20) it is understood
that for a given X we rst choose Y (X ) and T (X ) to minimize q subject to all
constraints containing them. The max problem then takes the form
max
q (X; Y (X ); T (X ))
X
gE (X )  0:
Suppose (X ; Y ; T ) is a local maxmin solution and suppose that for the min problem, with X considered as a parameter, the appropriate di erentiability and regularity conditions (namely, the strong second order suciency, linear independency
and strict complementary slackness) speci ed in the basic sensitivity theorems (Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.4.1 in Ref. [22]) hold at (X  ; Y ; T ). Then, near X  it holds
that Y (X ), T (X ) (with Y (X ) = Y , T (X ) = T ) and the corresponding Lagrange
multipliers for the min problem are unique and continuously di erentiable functions
of X . Furthermore, there are Lagrange multipliers P  0, E  0, P , E and
2 R, such that the Lagrangian L(X; Y; T ),
L = q + l + 0P gP + 0P hP + 0E gE + 0E hE

(21)

is stationary at X ; Y ; T , and 0P gP = 0E gE = 0. These are the Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions for the maxmin problem (20). Similar conditions, under
weaker assumptions, can be derived in terms of subgradients, see, e.g., Chapter 9 of
Ref. [12].
Note that the place of T in the maxmin problem is irrelevant when deriving the necessary conditions, provided of course, that the appropriate assumptions are made
and the constraint equations are handled consistently (we will make use of this fact
in Section 5.1). This convenience will no more follow if the inequality constraints
gP  0 and gE  0 depend explicitly on T , since the corresponding terms in the
Lagrangian (21) would then have opposite signs for the two cases. Now suppose that
X  , Y , T  satis es the KKT conditions. If the conditions of the basic sensitivity
9

theorems hold at X , Y , T  for the min problem when X is considered as a parameter, and for the max problem when Y is considered as a parameter, then it can
be concluded that X , Y , T  is a local saddle point solution. In this paper we are
interested in solving the KKT necessary conditions numerically using the maxmin
problem as our starting point.
Problem (20) is a special case of a bilevel programming problem where the minimization and the maximization are identi ed with the lower level and the upper
level problems, respectively (for an introduction to the subject, see Refs. [11] and
[23]; for a more advanced treatment see Ref. [12]). In a general case, the upper and
the lower level problems have di erent objective functions.
The solution approaches are divided into three classes [11]. First, one can take
the necessary optimality conditions of the lower level problem as constraints to the
upper level problem. Nevertheless, the complementary slackness condition usually
makes the latter problem complicated and most likely nondi erentiable. The second
class of algorithms uses penalty functions to transform the lower and the upper level
optimizations into sequences of unconstrained optimizations. The convergence rate
of these algorithms is, especially in the nonlinear case, regarded unsatisfactory.
The algorithms of the third class form perhaps the most appealing approach. In
these algorithms, all the constraints are included into the lower level problem that
is solved for given X , and gradient information on the solution is ackquired using
basic sensitivity results. In the upper level, some ascent method together with a
line search is applied using this information. In general, the lower level solution can
be nondi erentiable, in which case methods of nonsmooth optimization (see Refs.
[12, 24]) might be required.
Our approach falls mainly into the third class. Nonetheless, pushing all the constraints into the lower level leads to an uncomfortably large optimization problem,
that in addition has to be solved several times in each iteration due to the line search.
Here we avoid these problems by utilizing the nature of the maxmin problem and
by careful handling of the constraints.
It should be mentioned that so far, the literature on minmax problems has mainly
dealt with the nonparametric constrained case, where there are only separate constraints for the upper and lower level problems; see [12] and the references therein.
Recently also parametric constrained problems have been considered in the context
of subgradient (nondi erentiable) optimization [12].
In our application we have only one nonseparable scalar equation constraint and,
based on numerical tests with the kind of problems, we do not expect diculties with
di erentiability (see also the discussion in the introduction of [11]). We therefore
present our theory by assuming di erentiability when needed, e.g., by assuming the
regularity conditions mentioned ahead. Nevertheless, it should not be dicult to
apply any subgradient based method, like Miin's algorithm [12], too.
10

5.1 The Method
To handle the constraints appropriately, we put T under the maximization (recall
the previous discussion) and rewrite problem (20) in the form
max
V (X; T )
(22)
X;T
gE (X )  0
hE (X; T ) = 0;
where
V (X; T ) = min
fq(X; Y; T ) j gP (Y )  0; hP (Y; T ) = 0; l(X; Y; T ) = 0g: (23)
Y
Hence, problem (22) contains only the evader's constraints and problem (23) the
pursuer's constraints together with the scalar terminal constraint l.
In principle, problem (22) could be solved with any feasible direction method of
nonlinear optimization. When computing a feasible ascent direction, the gradient
of V (X; T ) with respect to X and T is needed. It depends on the current solution
Y (X; T ) of (23), but not on its derivative. This is a consequence of the KKT
conditions of (23) and the basic sensitivity theorems. Hence, at each iteration of the
evader's (max) problem, the pursuer's (min) problem must be solved at least once.
Additional solutions are required if a line search is applied.
The method outlined here consists of the following steps: i) Given a point (X k ; T k),
generate an improving, but not necessarily feasible direction; ii) perform a line search
along this direction; iii) perform a correction move back to the feasible region.
We next give a detailed de nition of iteration k. Here, the gradients are de ned
as column vectors and the Jacobians are formed using transposed gradients. Let
(X k ; T k) satisfy gE (X k )  0, hE (X k ; T k) = 0. We linearize the constraints at
(X k ; T k) and choose a direction (dk ; k) 6= (0; 0) such that
rX gEi (X k )0dk = 0; i 2 IE ;
(24)
k
k
k
k
k
k

rX hE (X ; T )d + @T hE (X ; T ) = 0;
(25)
where in (24) IE := fijgEi(X k ) = 0g, that is, only active inequality constraints are
present. One should also make sure that rX V (X k ; T k )0dk + @T V (X k ; T k)k > 0
for (dk ; k ) to be an improving direction. A systematic way to do this is to solve a
direction nding subproblem such as that in SQP or in Zoutendijk's feasible direction
method, see, e.g., Ref. [26], Ch. 10.
We next perform a line search in the direction (dk ; k ). The constraints gEi and hE
can be ignored in the search; the feasibility will be guaranteed by the correction move
in the next step. Consequently, one possibility would be to solve max V ((X k ; T k) +
t(dk ; k )) over t  0. In principle, the solution can be computed by any suitable line
search method. Nevertheless, these methods require that problem (23) be solved
numerous times with di erent values of t.
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Instead of doing this we take the minimum of V with respect to t  0. It can be
obtained with a single solution of (23) which is needed anyway. For the convergence
of the method it is required that the line search map is closed, which is the case if
it is de ned either by maximization or minimization (e.g. [26], Ch. 8).
Problem min V ((X k ; T k ) + t(dk ; k )), t  0, can be written as
PD: Y;t
min
q(X k + tdk ; Y; T k + tk)
(26)
0
gP (Y )  0
hP (Y; T k + tk) = 0
l(X k + tdk ; Y; T k + tk) = 0:
The solution (Y ; t), t > 0, of this problem satis es
rY q + rY l + rY gP0 P + rY h0P P = 0
(27)
0
k
0
k
(rX q + rX l) d + (@T q + @T l + P @T hP ) = 0
(28)
hP = 0
(29)
l = 0
(30)
0
P gP = 0
(31)
P  0;
(32)
evaluated at (X k + tdk ; Y ; T k + tk ). Here 2 R, and P and P are Lagrange
multiplier vectors of appropriate dimensions. De ne T = T k + tk , X = X k + tdk .
Then, using basic sensitivity results,
 T) = q(X;
 Y ; T)
V (X;
(33)








rX V (X; T ) = rX q(X; Y ; T ) + rX l(X; Y ; T ):
(34)
If the minimum of V on the line is attained at a boundary point t = 0, the iteration
may stop at a nonoptimal point. In this case the interval should be extended to the
left; take, e.g., t  ,a, a > 0. In the numerical tests with linear and quadratic costs
and constraints typical to the problems of Section 2, there exists an interval [0; b]
for t such that the points are infeasible for the pursuer. In this case the minimum
of V along the direction (dk ; k ) is obtained at a point t  b. Yet the value of V
increases from V (X k ; T k).
Recall that since (dk ; k) is tangential to the active nonlinear constraints at (X k ; T k),
 T) is not necessarily feasible for the evader. Therefore, we nally
the new point (X;
make a correction move to get back to the feasible region and to further improve
the value of V by solving
 T)0(X , X )
ED: max
rX V (X;
(35)
X
gE (X )  0
hE (X; T) = 0;
 T) is
where expression (34) is used. ED is solved in each iteration whether (X;
k
+1
k
+1

feasible or not. Denote the solution of ED by X and put T := T . Then
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( ∇ X hE ,∂T hE )
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Xk

hE=0
Line
search
Tk

Tk+1

T

Figure 2: An illustration of the iteration.
(X k+1 ; T k+1) satis es the necessary conditions
 T) + rX gE0 E + rX h0E E
rX V (X;
hE
0
E gE
E

0
0
0;
 0;
=
=
=

(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)

where E and E are Lagrange multiplier vectors. The iteration is continued until
(X k+1 ; T k+1) is close enough to (X k ; T k ). The phases of the iteration are illustrated
in Figure 2. To summarize, the iteration proceeds as follows:
1. Choose X 0 and T 0, and a direction (d0; 0) satisfying (24) and (25). Set k := 0.
2. Solve problem PD using X k , T k and (dk ; k) to obtain t and that is needed
in (34).
3. Solve problem ED to obtain X k+1 and T k+1. If the relative change of (X k+1 ; T k+1)
from (xk ; T k) is small enough, terminate. Otherwise, set k := k + 1, select a
(dk ; k) satisfying (24) and (25) and return to 2.

5.2 Convergence
Suppose the iteration converges. Then the limit solution (X ; Y ; T ) together with
the corresponding Lagrange multipliers satis es the KKT conditions for the maxmin
problem (20). Namely, de ne the Lagrangian as in (21). Then (27), (34) and (36)
show that the gradients of the Lagrangian with respect to X and Y vanish at
13

(X ; Y ; T ). Next, the second term in (36) is P rX gEiEi where the sum is over
the active inequality constraints (i 2 IE ) only, since Ei = 0 otherwise. Multiplying
(36) by dk 0, and using (24) multiplied by 0Ei, i 2 IE , (25) multiplied by 0E , and (34)
we get that the rst term of (28) equals E @T hE . Since k 6= 0 by de nition, (28)
shows that also the time derivative of the Lagrangian vanishes at (X ; Y ; T ). Eqs.
(31), (32), (38) and (39) give the appropriate complementary slackness conditions.
Under what circumstances does the iteration converge? To answer this question we
here adopt the general argumentation used for all feasible direction methods. We
will discuss these conditions also in section 5.3, when using the discretized model of
section 4, and in connection with the numerical example.
Suppose the generated sequence f(X k ; T k )g is contained in a compact set and suppose V (X k+1 ; T k+1) > V (X k ; T k ) for all k. Suppose further that, in the region of
interest, both the correction move C de ned by (35), and the direction D de ned
in (24), and (25) depend continuously on the current point. Letting t to belong to
some suciently large interval [a; b], possibly with a < 0, it can be shown that the
line search algorithmic map M de ned by the minimization problem (26) is a closed
map (see, Ref. [26], Theorem 8.4.1). It then follows that the overall algorithmic map
consisting of M , D, and C is also a closed map, and the convergence follows.

5.3 Solving the discretized model
We now return to the discretized pursuit-evasion game model described in Section
4. Instead of using conditions (24) and (25) in determining the direction (dk ; k ) we
use weaker conditions

X  r g (X k )0dk
Ei X Ei

i2I
k
k
0
0
k
(rX hE (X ; T ) E ) d + (@T hE (X k ; T k)0E )k

= 0;

(40)

= 0;

(41)

that are actually sucient in ensuring the KKT-point in the case of convergence, see
Section 5.2. In the following we omit the superscript k. Since the functions q and l
only depend on the terminal states xEM and xPM , we can select the components of
d corresponding to uE0; : : :; uEM and xE0; : : :; xE;M ,1 equal to zero. Without loss
of generality, we can also normalize (d; ) in (40) and (41) such that  = 1. Thus
the equations above reduce to

0EM rxEM gEM (xEM ; uEM )dM = 0
(42)
0
0
EM rxEM hEM (xEM ; xE;M ,1; uEM ; uE;M ,1; T )dM = ,@T hE (X; T ) E ; (43)
where dM 2 RNE denotes the nonzero component of d, gEM (xEM ; uEM ) =
[CE (xEM ; uEM )0; SE (xEM )0]0 and EM and EM are the corresponding multiplier
vectors. We next show that the conditions above are approximately satis ed by
selecting dM = fE (xEM ; uEM ). Although we show this for Euler discretization (18),
extending the result to other discretization schemes should be rather straightforward.
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In (42), we rst make the usual assumption that the control and state constraints
described in gEM () are active on a nitely long interval. Constraints that become
active only at tM = T are considered inactive. Further, we assume that the previous
discretization point belongs to this interval, that is, gE;M ,1() = 0. Thus,
0 = gEM (xEM ; uEM ) , gE;M ,1(xE;M ,1; uE;M ,1) 
, xE;M ,1 + r g (x ; u ) uEM , uE;M ,1 :
rxEM gEM (xEM ; uEM ) xEM T=M
uEM EM EM EM
T=M
(44)
The evader's necessary optimality condition (36) states that

0EM ruEM gEM (xEM ; uEM ) = 0:

(45)

Hence, multiplying (44) by 0EM and using (18) and (45) we obtain that dM =
fE (xEM ; uEM )  fE (xE;M ,1; uE;M ,1) approximately satis es (42).
Consider next equation (43). For the RHS we get, using (18),
M
X

,@T (xEk , xE;k,1 , T=MfE (xE;k,1; uE;k,1))0Ek =
@T
@T

k=1
M

X T=Mf (x ; u )0 
E E;k,1 E;k,1 Ek
k=1
ZT
0
0

fE (xE (t); uE (t)) E (t)dt  fE (xEM ; uEM )0EM :

(46)

Since rxEM hEM (xEM ; xE;M ,1; uEM ; uE;M ,1; T ) = I , the result follows.
Thus (fE (xkEM ; ukEM ); 1) is a convenient choice for the direction (dk ; k ) at iteration
k. Whether it is improving or not is a manifestation of the numerical computation
for a speci c example. It seems to work well at least in problems where the payo is
the terminal time, see below and also Ref. [9], or range minimaximization, see Ref.
[25], leading to an increasing sequence fV (X k ; T k)g.
Although the approach presented here is conceptually di erent from the decomposition of the necessary conditions presented in Section 3, The result above means
that both approaches lead to almost the same subproblems. Clearly, problem ED is
the discretized counterpart of problem E. Stated di erently, when E is discretized
using the same scheme as in the bilevel programming approach, problem ED results. Problem PD is the discretized counterpart of problem P, except that instead
of the extended evader's trajectory (16), direction dM , that can be speci ed by
dM = fE (xkEM ; ukEM ) is used. This direction is, up to the discretization accuracy,
parallel with the extension in (16). Thus, in the computations we do not have to
distinguish between the methods.
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6 A Missile-Aircraft Encounter
Consider an aircraft ying in three dimensions. At t = 0, a medium-range air-to-air
missile is launched towards the aircraft. The objective of the missile is to hit the
aircraft in minimum time, whereas the aircraft, noticing this, wishes to maximize
the capture time. This encounter can be described as a pursuit-evasion di erential
game, in which the missile plays the role of the pursuer (P ) and the aircraft the role
of the evader (E ).
Both P and E maneuver in three dimensions. Assuming point mass models, the
equations of motion are (e.g. [27])
x_ i = vi cos i cos i
(47)
y_i = vi cos i sin i
(48)
_hi = vi sin i
(49)
g
_ i = v (ni cos i , cos i)
(50)
i
i sin i
_ i = vg ncos
; i = P; E ;
(51)
i
i
v_P = m 1(t) [TP (t) ,
P
DP (hP ; vP ; M (hP ; vP ); nP )] , g sin P
(52)
v_E = m1 [E TE;max(hE ; M (hE ; vE )) , DE (hE ; vE ; M (hE ; vE ); NE )] , g sin (53)
E:
E

The state of the game is described by the state vector
[xP ; yP ; hP ; P ; P ; vP ; xE ; yE ; hE ; E ; E ; vE ]0:
(54)
The state variables x, y, h, ,  and v are the x and y coordinates, altitudes,
ight path angles, heading angles, and velocities of the players. The gravitational
acceleration g is assumed constant. D() denotes the drag force and M () the Mach
number.
The direction of the vehicles is controlled by the loadfactor n and the bank angle
, i 2 [,; ], i = P; E . The velocity of E is controlled by the throttle setting
E 2 [0; 1]. The pursuer's thrust force TP (t) is a xed function of time that cannot
be controlled. For 0  t < 3 [sec.], a powerful boost phase gives the missile an
acceleration of several hundred [m=s2]. The sustainer phase at 3  t < 15 [sec.] then
keeps up the march speed of the missile. The coasting nally takes place without
any thrust. Consequently mP (t), the mass of the missile decreases piecewise linearly
and remains then constant. The mass mE of the evader is assumed constant. The
maximum thrust force TE;max() of the evader depends on the altitude and Mach
number and is approximated by a two-dimensional polynomial.
The load factors nP and nE cannot be chosen freely. At low velocities, a large load
factor requires a large angle of attack which results in loss of lift force and stall. At
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higher velocities, the magnitudes of the load factors are constrained by the largest
accelerations that the ight vehicles and the pilot tolerate. Here the bounds are
approximated by the box constraints

nP 2 [0; 20]
nE 2 [0; 7]:

(55)
(56)

The drag forces of E and P are assumed to obey a quadratic polar. Eliminating the
lift coecient yields for both vehicles (we suppress the subscripts for brevity)
(mg)2 ;
D(h; v; M (h; v); n) = CD0 (M (h; v))SQ(h; v) + n2CDI (M (h; v)) SQ
(h; v)

(57)

where CD0 and CDI denote the zero drag and induced drag coecients, S , not to be
mixed with (4), here denotes the reference wing area, and Q(h; v) = 1=2%(h)v2 is the
dynamic pressure. The drag coecients are approximated by rational polynomials
on the basis of realistic tabular data. The evader's data describes a high-performance
ghter aircraft. The pursuer's data corresponds to a generic air-to-air missile. For
details, the reader is urged to the literature cited in Ref. [20]. The air density and
the velocity of the sound are taken from the standard ISA atmosphere.
The evader E has to stay in its ight envelope. In the present encounter, the
boundaries of interest are the minimum altitude constraint

hE  hmin;E

(58)

and the dynamic pressure constraint

Q(hE ; vE )  QE;max:

(59)

The pursuer must obey the minimum altitude constraint

hP  hmin;P :

(60)

This constraint remains likely inactive, provided that hmin;E  hmin;P . The initial
value of the state vector (54) is speci ed at t = 0, and the game terminates as soon
as the capture condition

l() =
(xP (T ) , xE (T ))2 + (yP (T ) , yE (T ))2 + (hP (T ) , hE (T ))2 , d2 = 0 (61)
becomes satis ed. The parameter d denotes the capture radius, i.e., the nal distance
of the players. The payo is the nal time,

J [uP ; uE ] = T;
where uP = [nP ; P ]0 and uE = [nE ; E ; E ]0.
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(62)

7 Numerical Results
In the following the game dynamics described in the previous Section is discretized
using direct transcription and the approach presented in Ref. [13] (see also Ref.
[14]). In this approach, the solution time interval is divided into discretization
segments or intervals using a suitable grid or time partition. The state and the
control variables are assumed to be known only at the gridpoints. On each interval,
the state trajectories are approximated by piecewisely de ned cubic polynomials,
and the state trajectories are approximated piecewise linearly. Both approximations
are required to be continuous across the gridpoints. In addition, the cubics are
required to be smooth in their rst derivative. In the middle of each interval, the time
derivative of the cubic is required to coincide with the value of the state equation.
Here, the evader's dynamics is discretized using an equidistant grid and 25 discretization points, which is here considered sucient. The three phases of the pursuing
missile are discretized separately by 5, 10, and 15 piecewisely equidistant grids and
joined by appropriate continuity conditions on the state and the control variables.
On the rst two phases the discretization interval is constant, only the interval of
the third phase varies. Thus, the nonlinear programming problem PD with (dk ; k )
de ned by (fE (xkEM ; ukEM ); 1), contains 241 decision variables. Excluding the linear
box constraints, initial conditions and continuity conditions, the problem contains
163 nonlinear constraints. Problem ED contains 225 decision variables and 169 nonlinear constraints. The bilevel programming problem thus has 466 decision variables
and 332 nonlinear constraints. Both subproblems are moderate in size. They are
solved by the NPSOL software [28] that uses the Sequential Quadratic Programming algorithm. The main iteration is repeated until a point satisfying the KKT
necessary conditions is found.
For comparison, we rst solve the problem from the same initial constellation as in
Ref. [20], that is,
xP;0 = 0 [m] xE;0 = 12; 500 [m]
yP;0 = 0 [m] yE;0 = 1; 000 [m]
hP;0 = 5; 000 [m] hE;0 = 6; 000 [m]
vP;0 = 250 [m/s] vE;0 = 400 [m/s]
P;0 = 0 [deg]
E;0 = 0 [deg]
P;0 = 0 [deg] E;0 = 120 [deg]:
The largest allowed dynamic pressure for the evader is 80,000 [Pa]. The minimum
altitude is set to 50 [m] for both parties. The capture radius is set to d = 50 [m].
We provide a readily feasible initial estimate (X 0; T 0) and the initial direction (d0; 0)
by specifying a feasible nominal trajectory for the evader. As such, we use a sharp
turn away from the pursuer, towards the assumed direction of evasion. This initial
estimate also serves as the initial guess for the rst solution of problem ED. Overall,
the convergence of the method does not overly seem to depend on the initial guess
of the evader's nominal trajectory. Another initial guess is needed to initiate the
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solution of PD.
The method converges in 6 iterations within a relative accuracy of 10,3 . That
is, 12 nonlinear programming problems are solved altogether. The sequence fT k g
generated by the method increases monotonically as required in the convergence
considerations above. The solutions of the previous subproblems are used as the
starting points of iteration for the next subproblems. They usually lie in the convergence domain of the next subproblem, which guarantees a satisfactory convergence
for the subproblems.
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Figure 3: Optimal saddle point trajectories of the pursuer (initial state denoted by
P0) and the evader (E0) in the rst example. The projections of the trajectories are
presented on the coordinate planes.
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Figure 4: The altitude and velocity histories of the pursuer (P) and the evader(E).
The dashed lines indicate the boundaries of E's ight envelope.
The solution trajectories are presented in Figure 3. During the boosting phase the
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pursuer turns towards the evader and starts to ascend. In the sustaining phase it
climbs considerably more to decrease the drag force. The evader turns away from
the pursuer and dives until the dynamic pressure constraint becomes active, see
the altitude-velocity diagram in Figure 4, and Figure 5 (d). The constraint forces
the evader to reduce its descent rate. Both trajectories lead to a common vertical
plane. Before the capture takes place, the state of the game enters a singular surface
induced by the dynamic pressure constraint of the evader. This can be seen from
the evader's throttle setting that receives values between 0 and 1, see gure 5 (c).
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Figure 5: On the left, (a) the loadfactor, (b) the bank angle, histories of the pursuer
(subscript P) and the evader (subscript E). On the right, (c) the throttle setting and
(d) the dynamic pressure of the evader. The thin lines indicate the control histories
obtained with an indirect method.
The computed saddle point controls of the players are shown in Figures 5 (a), (b)
and (c), together with the control histories computed with an indirect method, taken
from Ref. [20]. The pursuer's loadfactors coincide within the drawing accuracy.
The evader's loadfactors deviate slightly, mainly due to the use of an equidistant
discretization grid. Also the bank angles coincide well, except for the slight deviation
at the pursuer's rapid (continuous) transient around t  33 [sec.]. Note that the
controls computed with the indirect approach are discontinuous at the beginning
of the singular arc at t  29 [sec.]. If a more precise solution were needed, this
discontinuity could be explicitly taken into account in the later stages of the solution
process. This would probably also remove the extra nal transient in the evader's
loadfactor.
The value of the game corresponding to this initial state is predicted to be 43.8 [sec.],
which is approximately 0.8 [sec.] (1.8%) more than the value computed by the in20

direct method. The di erence is most likely due to the deviations in the evader's
loadfactor and could possibly be diminished, e.g., by using a larger amount of discretization points, an adaptive grid selection strategy and explicit modeling of the
switching structure. Nevertheless, even as such the di erence might be considered
acceptable for most practical purposes.
The second example is assumed to begin from the following initial conditions:
xP;0 = 0 [m] xE;0 = 12; 500 [m]
yP;0 = 0 [m] yE;0 = 0 [m]
hP;0 = 1; 000 [m] hE;0 = 450 [m]
vP;0 = 250 [m/s] vE;0 = 300 [m/s]
P;0 = 0 [deg]
E;0 = 0 [deg]
P;0 = 0 [deg] E;0 = 179 [deg]:
This initial state is expected to be computationally more complex than the previous
one, as the minimum altitude constraint is likely to become active as well. In
addition, the initial state lies almost on a dispersal surface of the evader.
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Figure 6: Optimal saddle point trajectories of the pursuer (P) and evader (E) in the
second example.
The solution is presented in Figure 6. After an initial guess similar to the previous
case, six iterations were again needed to obtain a relative accuracy below 10,3 . The
value of the game corresponding to this initial setting is 31.2 seconds.
The optimal trajectory of the evader again consists of a sharp turn away from the
pursuer, but now the optimal throttle setting is 0 at rst, see Figure 8 (c). The turn
is followed by a dive, which activates the minimum altitude constraint, see gure
7. Both a touch point and a short constrained arc are possible, since the minimum
altitude constraint is of second order. The dynamic pressure constraint (Figures 7
and 8 (d)) then forces the evader to climb momentarily. The evader rst ascends
and then descends along the constraint. The capture occurs at h = 50 m, i.e., both
state constraints are active at the moment of termination. For the pursuer, it is
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again optimal to ascend relatively much. The maximum velocity of the missile is
smaller than in the rst example due to larger drag force at lower altitudes. The
loadfactor and bank angle histories of the players are shown in Figure 8 (a) and 8
(b).
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Figure 7: The altitude and velocity histories of the pursuer (P0) and the evader(E0).
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Figure 8: On the left, (a) the loadfactor and (b) the bank angle histories of the
players. On the right, (c) the throttle setting and (d) the dynamic pressure of the
evader.
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The switching structure of the latter solution includes 4-5 switching points at unknown time instants in addition to the thrust discontinuities. The corresponding necessary conditions would form a high-dimensional multipoint boundary value
problem with 6-7 interior point conditions and a number of unknown jump parameters at some of these points. Solving the necessary conditions would require that
this switching structure is guessed correctly in advance. In the presented solution
method, however, the treatment of the switching structure is straightforward due
to the discretization approach. If a more detailed solution is needed, the solutions
obtained here, together with the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, can be used as
an initial estimate of the state and adjoint trajectories in an indirect method. The
solutions also provide an estimate of the switching structure of the solution.
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Figure 9: A collection of saddle point trajectories corresponding to di erent initial
states. The pursuer's initial state is denoted by P0, and one of the evader's initial
states by E0.
Finally, Figure 9 presents nine saddle point trajectory pairs corresponding to the
initial conditions
xP;0 = 0 [m] xE;0 = 8; 000 [m]
yP;0 = 0 [m]
hP;0 = 5; 000 [m]
vP;0 = 250 [m/s] vE;0 = 300 [m/s]
P;0 = 0 [deg]
E;0 = 0 [deg]
P;0 = 0 [deg] E;0 = 0 [deg];
(yE;0; hE;0) 2 f(5000; 6000); (3750; 6500); (2500; 7000); (1250; 7500); (0; 8000);
(,1250; 8500); (,2500; 9000); (,3750; 9500); (,5000; 10000)g [m]:
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Every trajectory pair converges to a common vertical plane, but only the solution
with the evader's lowest initial altitude activates the dynamic pressure constraint
and terminates with a singular subarc.
A well known missile avoidance maneuver consists of a sharp turn away from the
missile and straightforward evasion, known as 'missile outrunning' and a nal evasive
maneuver known as the 'end game', see [29] and references cited therein. All the
solutions presented here are in agreement with the rst stages of this strategy. The
end game stage, however, would require a separate analysis.

8 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have explored possibilities to extend the discretization methods
of optimal control into pursuit-evasion games. We have analyzed a decomposition
method presented earlier in a discretized framework and concluded that applying
discretization and nonlinear programming to the subproblems of the decomposition
method is equivalent, up to some minor details, to discretizing the saddle point
problem at the outset and solving the resulting bilevel programming problem by the
feasible direction method outlined above. This means that the original decomposition method can be interpreted as a special kind of bilevel programming algorithm
with established convergence conditions.
The performance of the use of discretization and nonlinear programming is illustrated by solving a pursuit-evasion encounter between a missile and an aircraft from
some initial states with the nal time as the payo . The ight vehicles are carefully
modeled to match the reality. The saddle point is reached robustly with a relatively
small number of iterations. The dynamic pressure constraint of the example induces
a singular control arc that is treated conveniently by direct transcription. The solution of the rst example is compared with a solution obtained by an indirect method.
The solutions are close to each other even when a simple equidistant discretization
grid is used. The accuracy could further be increased by more sophisticated discretization approaches.
Saddle point problems are, by de nition, more dicult than optimization problems.
Instead of a minimization or a maximization, both operations have to be performed
simultaneously, and as we have seen, to obtain a saddle point solution, a sequence of
optimization problems has to be solved. Nevertheless, all the bene ts of discretization techniques can be utilized. A rough initial guess leads to convergence even in
complex problems like the one considered in this paper, and the necessary conditions are not explicitly involved in the solution process. Hence, the method might
o er a possibility to extend the ideas of automated optimal control problem solution
presented in [19] to pursuit-evasion game framework, too. This would be especially
useful for producing massive amounts of open-loop representations of saddle point
trajectories for feedback control synthesis, see Ref. [30].
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